












Additional Assembly Procedures 
 
Follow This Order: 
 
1. BODY TUBE - The body tube is made up of 2 equal lengths joined by a coupler. 
Take that body tube with the 3 black lines on 1 end (fins go on this end) and 
using the opposite end, spread a 3/4" long layer of Elmer's glue inside of body 
tube. Now quickly insert 1/2 of coupler. Take the other body tube and spread a 
layer of glue inside either end. Quickly press onto coupler until body tubes are 
touching. Next (quickly) lay glued body tube on flat surface and roll joined 
tubes with palm of your hand. This will insure that body tubes are straight and 
parallel. Let lie on flat surface. 
 
2. THRUST RING - Place a heavy band of Elmer's glue about 2" inside body tube on 
end with 3 fin alignment marks. Insert thrust ring by using FSI A, B, C, or D 
rocket engine. Push thrust ring forward until A, B, C, or D engine projects 1/4" 
outside body tube. For FSI "E" engine push forward until 7/8" of engine projects 
outside body tube. The thrust ring forces the glue forward and provides for a 
strong bond of thrust ring to body tube. Now extract engine and let glue dry. 
 
3. SHOCK CORD MOUNT - Spread a heavy layer of Elmer's glue all over the side 
opposite the shock cord knot after taking up slack in cord. Curve shock cord 
mount and insert into nose cone end of body tube and firmly press into place, 
using finger, until glue holds firmly. Assembly detail sheet shows proper 
position in body tube. 
 
4. FINS - All 3 fins in your kit are marked with a red edge. This red edge is to 
be placed next to the body tube. Before gluing into proper position you may want 
to sand and round off all fin edges except do not sand red edge. After sanding 
the edges, place a small amount of Elmer's glue along the red edge and 
immediately press against body tube. Hold securely until glue sets strong enough 
to support fin. Be sure fin is parallel to body tube and radial through center 
of body tube. Repeat for the other two remaining fins. Your body tube is marked 
wth 3 black marks. Place fins along these lines for proper spacing of 120 
degrees and parallel alignment. After tack coat of glue dries hard place two 
more lines of glue along fin and body tube to build up a strong fillet. 
 
5. FLAME PROOF WADDING - Be sure that flame proof wadding is used each time 
rocket is fired. Push wadding all the way down to thrust ring and pack in firmly 
with 5/8" dowel or similar tool. Use enough wadding to make approximately a 5/8" 
long plug. See assembly detail sheet. 
 
6. PARACHUTE - The parachute is marked in inches. Cut with scissors along the 
inch lines that give you the size parachute you desire (for Penetrator rocket - 
14"). Lay parachute on flat surface and attach shroud lines to parachute using 
strippable tabs (see detail C). Caution: let no portion of tab project beyond 
parachute as glue on tab will stick parachute together and interfere with its 
opening. Try not to touch the glue side of tab with fingers. 
 
7. SHOCK CORD & PARACHUTE - Coil shock cord around your finger and stuff into 
body tube. Next fold parachute as shown on assembly drawing, gather the 
parachute together lightly, then wrap shroud lines gently around folded 
parachute as shown in detail C. Diameter of folded parachute should be slightly 
smaller than inside diameter of body tube. All details are shown on assembly 
detail sheet. Be sure nose cone is a gentle fit into body tube. Light sanding 
may be needed. 
 



8. ROCKET ENGINE - Wrap a small amount of 1/2" wide masking tape around the 
rocket engine at the position shown on detail A. Use enough tape to secure a 
snug fit into the body tube as to require a firm push on engine to place in 
contact with thrust ring. If engine does not fit snugly, it will be ejected 
instead of parachute and your rocket will free fall. Included with all FSI model 
rocket engines are details for launching and firing. Ask your dealer for these 
instructions. 
 
 
Model Rocket Firing & Launching Equipment 
 
To fly your FSI rocket properly you will need to provide yourself with a 12 volt 
firing circuit and a simple rocket launch pad. You can easily build your own or 
purchase from your dealer FSI superior quality launchers and electric ignition 
panel. Details for building you rown launcher and electric ignition circuit are 
as follows. 
 
 



Flight Systems Penetrator: Kit MRK-1 
 
Note: 
 
The Penetrator is described in the various FSI catalogs as being 19" in length. 
And, if two HRT-808 body tubes are used (each 8" long), together with the HNC-81 
nose cone, the overall length is very nearly 19". Curiously, while the kit from 
which this parts list is derived contains two 0.903" ID tubes, each tube is in 
fact 9" long. FSI lists no standard 0.903" tube in this length. 
 
The parts list below lists the parts as supplied in the kit, which is why the 
length for the body tubes is specified as 9". However, as specifed by the 
catalogs (and the kit instructions), the overall length of the model should be 
19". 
 
 
 
Parts List 
 
 
Item QTY Description  Size  Comments 
 
1 2 Body Tube HRT-808 (?) 9" L  JT-50C coupler stock would be a 
close diameter match. Long lengths are available      
  from BMS. 
 
2 1 Coupler SC-8  1-1/2" L   
 
3 1 Nose Cone HNC-81  2-7/8" L  Turned from pine. Blunt 
Ogive, shape similar to BNC-50K (Alpha). 
       3/4" shoulder. 
 
4 1 Launch Lug  1/8"x1-1/2"L 
 
5 1 Fin Set FS-1    1/16" aircraft ply. 
 
6 1 Thrust Ring TR-1  3/16" T  For 0.903" ID body tube. 
 
7 1 Parachute P-12  16" to 10"  Select-A-Chute; 1 mil 
plastic. 
 
8 1 Shroud Line Kit PC-12   8 shroud lines (20" L), 8 
adhesive tape strip, swivel 
 
9 1 Shock Cord SC-1  24" L  1/16" braided round elastic. 
 
10 1 Shock Cord Mount SA-6 1-1/4" x 2-1/8" Paper 
 
11 1 Eye Screw ES-1 
 
12 1 Wadding FW-1 
 
13 1 Chrome Label CL-4    FSI Self Adhesive logo. 


